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X-Girls in Duality
Chapter 1

“Please don’t do it, Sarah! Anything but that, Sarah!”
“I am sorry, Sharon. But I really have to go to work. I need my trousers.”
“Please not the trousers, Sarah. Anything but the trousers. And not the name Jim!”
“I’ll be late for work, Sharon. And I really need my shirt and tie. But have my satin
burgundy dress ready for me when I get home. Now I really have to take off this bra.”
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Becoming a Woman
Chapter 1

How will I be as I become more and more a woman?
Do you know, I’m not sure. I’m figuring it out as I go.
One step at a time. But I think I’m making progress.
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X-Girls in Duality
Chapter 2

Sharon is a natural-born girl X-Girl.
Jim, also known as Sarah, is a new girl X-Girl.
So it is a boy-girl relationship. It is just that the roles have been reversed. Jim now
takes the role of Sharon’s girlfriend. As Sharon’s girl his name now switches to Sarah.
The dynamic switches from boy-girl relationship to girl-girl relationship with Sarah
taking the role of “the” girl and Sharon leading her as her woman. Sarah spreads her
legs for Sharon. Sharon is always on top. Sarah becomes Sharon’s girl.
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Both Sharon and Sarah are X-Girls
But X-Girl means something different for natural-born women and for natural-born
men.
For a natural-born woman being an X-Girl means leading a man as her woman. The
man spreads his legs for her as her woman.
For a natural-born man being an X-Girl means that he takes the role of woman to a
woman. He spreads his legs for her as her woman.
When he switches from being a man to being an X-Girl his penis switches to being a
fegina. This is simply an Agreement. He no longer comes between a woman’s legs.
He now spreads his legs for women. He agrees that this is now his new role.
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Only Sharon and those natural-born girls who know and
accept Jim as Sarah see him as Sarah
For them she is Sarah the woman. To all others he is Jim the man.
His public face is male. Sharon refers to him as “he” and Jim in public. Otherwise she
refers to him as “she” and Sarah when not in public.
When Sharon goes out in public with Jim, Jim wears trousers and a shirt. When they
are in private Jim wears bras and skirts.
He is woman to Sharon and natural-born women friends. To all others he is male.
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X-Girls in Duality
Chapter 3

“Please don’t do it, Sarah! Anything but that, Sarah!”
“I am sorry, Sharon. But I really have to go to work. I need my trousers.”
“Please not the trousers, Sarah. Anything but the trousers, Sarah!”
“I’ll be late for work, Sharon. And I really need my shirt and tie. But have my blue
velvet halter-neck dress ready for me when I get home. I’ll bring the wine.”
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X-Girls in Duality
Chapter 4

How did Jim go from being Sharon’s boyfriend to being
her girlfriend?
Sharon got adventurous one day and decided to try Jim on as a girl rather than as a
boy. She hoped her boyfriend Jim wouldn’t mind it.
Which he didn’t. Actually it worked out so well that they decided to formalise it.
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I Kissed a Girl
And that’s how Jim became Sarah, Sharon’s girlfriend.
An X-Girl in Duality.
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The Balance
Chapter 1

Do you know why I need this?
Because in the Tao my male energy is so strong that I need this just to remain in
balance. I’m going to go crazy if I don’t get to dress like her. I need to be her.

The Last Jedi
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X-Girls in Duality

End
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